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The 20th century was a 
century in which human 

rights were infringed upon 
in numerous parts of the 

world. We have to look 
at our own history with 
humility and think about 

our responsibility. 

Japanese Prime Minister 

Shinzo Abe

Companies’ urgent loan demand up 
in Q1: ECB

The Asian Telegraph

   Bureau Report                                  

       
    

  Rawalpindi 

Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar javed 
Bajwa has announced that employees of Pakistan 
International Airlines (PIA) who are suffering from 
novel coronavirus will be treated at Combined 
Military Hospital (CMH). Pakistan Air Force (PAF) 
has also announced to provide special seats for PIA 
workers in its C-130 aircrafts. According to details, 
CEO of PIA Air Marshal Arshad Malik extended his 
gratitude to COAS for the announcement and said 
that cooperation between national institutions 
during difficult times strengthens national unity. 
He further said that PIA is operating special flights 
to repatriate Pakistanis who are stranded abroad 
and so far more than 24,000 people have reached 
their homes through PIA. Arshad Malik reiterated 
that PIA will continue to operate special flights 
with the permission of the government till the last 
Pakistani returns home.

  
    Bureau Report                                         

   BERLIN

Russia highly appreciates cooperation with 
China in combating the coronavirus infection and 
will continue it, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey 
Lavrov said on Tuesday after an informal vide-
oconference of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, 
China, and South Africa) top diplomats. “We have 
the highest assessments of Russia’s cooperation 
with China in combating the coronavirus infection. 
We offered assistance to China’s Wuhan from the 
very first days of the infection outbreak and I hope 
that our contribution helped China cope with this 
threat rather quickly,” he said.Now, he noted, China 
is helping Russia. “As our leaders, Vladimir Putin [of 
Russia] and Xi Jinping [of China] have repeatedly 
stressed after their contacts, we will continue co-
operation, strategic partnership in all areas and will 
pool efforts in combating this global threat,.”he said. 

US oil below $11

Oil prices down with worries over glut & storage

Progress on 3 pilot FTZs

China to extend tax relief policy for Western firms
Govt to contain virus spread: Asad

Bureau  Report
BEJING

China’s financial authorities decided to ex-
tend the term of tax relief measures targeting 
corporates in western China for another three 
years, as a powerful prop to promote the de-
velopment and opening-up of the region. The 
decision, effective from Jan. 1, 2021 to Dec. 31, 
2023, will offer a lowered income tax rate of 15 
percent for the designated firms in western re-
gions, according to a recent circular jointly re-
leased by the Ministry of Finance, the State Tax 
Administration and the National Development 
and Reform Commission.The preferential 
policy will apply to regions including Inner 
Mongolia Autonomous Region, Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region, Tibet Autonomous Region 
and Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, prov-
inces of Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Shaanxi, 
Gansu, Qinghai, city of Chongqing, as well 
as Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, and 

Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps, 
the circular said.  China’s pilot free trade zones 
(FTZ) in provincial-level regions of Guangdong, 
Tianjin and Fujian have made various innova-
tive achievements since their establishment in 
2015, according to the Ministry of Commerce.A 
total of 398 reform pilot tasks in the overall 
plan have been basically implemented, Tang 
Wenhong, an official with the ministry, told 
a press conference Tuesday. During the past 
five years, the three FTZs have carried out trail-
blazing reforms, including the implementation 
of the pre-establishment national treatment 
with a negative list, “single-window” in inter-
national trade, as well as the reforms of the 
business registration, investment management 
and electricity systems.“Institutional innova-
tions have greatly optimized business environ-
ment and stimulated market vitality,” Tang said, 
“Since their establishment, actual utilization 
of foreign capital in the three pilot free trade 
zones has grown by an average of about 15 

percent annually.” In the meantime, The pilot 
FTZs have further opened up the financial sec-
tor to facilitate enterprises in financing, which 
effectively boosted the real economy develop-
ment, the official said. A highly-effective sys-
tem for risk prevention and control was also 
formed between the FTZs. With cross-sectoral 
collaborative monitoring in key areas, no re-
gional or systemic risks occurred in the three 
pilot zones since 2015, according to Tang. Amid 
the COVID-19 outbreak, the country has taken 
multiple measures to help the enterprises re-
sume work. By now, enterprises each with an 
annual output value of at least 20 million yuan 
(2.83 million U.S. dollars) in pilot free trade 
zones have fully restored operation, said Tang. 
Tang also noted that China will be more open 
and transparent for market access and will cre-
ate a business-friendly environment with more 
preferential policies to provide more support 
to foreign companies for their development in 
the country’s 18 pilot FTZs.

NCOC seeks 
presentation on 
stocks available 

at USC
Staff  Reporter

ISLAMABAD

Like other parts of the coun-
try, the Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI) government, was 
also striving to contain fur-
ther spread of coronavirus in 
the country. Expressing these 
views in a private news chan-
nel programmes, Minister for 
Planning and Development, 
Asad Umer said that despite 
meager financial and medical 
resources, the government 
was making best possible ef-
forts to overcome this global 
challenge. There was vacuum 
in the health and education 
sectors and government was 
struggling to bridge this gap 
with better management. The 
minister said that after the 
18th Amendment, the subject 

of health and education was 
being handled by the provin-
cial governments.Commenting 
on making some changes in 
18th and 19th Amendment 
by PTI government, he said 
the direction of the previ-
ous governments for passing 
18th Amendment was correct, 
but there were some lacuna, 
which need to be reviewed 
with consultation of the po-
litical parties. About the will 
of the Prime Minister on re-
solving the issues of poverty, 
unemployment and economy, 
he said Imran Khan had full 

determination and commit-
ment to streamline the system. 
Asad Umer said space being 
observed in the field of health 
and education would be filled 
with better strategy and policy. 
About lack of coordination, he 
said all the representatives of 
the provincial governments 
had been participating in the 
meetings of NCOC.About shuf-
fle in the Information Ministry, 
he said Iman Khan having en-
lightened vision, had chosen 
intellectual personalities as 
Senator Shibli Faraz and Lt 
Gen (Retd) Asim Saleem Bajwa. 

GREEN STIMULUS PACKAGE OKAYED

Ban exports of edible items consumed 
by common man: PM

Staff Reporter

SINGAPORE/LONDON/NEW YORK

:Crude oil prices were down on Tuesday 
amid worries that the rising glut of supply 
in the global oil market would rapidly fill 
crude storage capacity around the world.
International benchmark Brent crude was 
trading at $19.20 per barrel at 0625 GMT 
for a 4% decline after it closed Monday at 
$20 a barrel. American benchmark West 
Texas Intermediate was at $17.96 a bar-
rel at the same time for a 28.8% dive after 
ending the previous session at $12.78 per 
barrel. Due to the novel coronavirus (CO-
VID-19), global oil demand has been low, 
but supply has been growing since oil pro-
ducers around the world continue to keep 
pumping crude.Saudi Arabia-led OPEC and 
Russia-led non-OPEC oil producing nations 
agreed on April 12 to lower their collective 
crude production by 9.7 million barrels 
per day (bpd) starting from May 1. How-
ever, since the 23-nation group, known as 

OPEC+, has not provided any output cut for 
the month of April, the glut of supply is ris-
ing and storage capacity for crude oil has 
been in steady decline. In the US, oil storage 
in Cushing, Oklahoma, shows that around 
60 million barrels of oil are in inventory 
out of some 90 million barrels of capacity.
With an extra weekly supply of 16 million 
barrels of oil coming into storage every 
week, the region known as the heart of the 
US’ oil pipeline network could soon run 
out of available capacity at the beginning 
of May. US oil nosedived below $11 a bar-
rel Tuesday after a major exchange-traded 
fund started selling its short-term contracts 
of the commodity, and storage concerns 
mounted as the coronavirus strangles de-
mand. West Texas Intermediate, the Ameri-
can benchmark, for June delivery dropped 
14.8 percent to $10.88 a barrel in Asian 
morning trade - a day after plunging 25 per-
cent. International benchmark Brent crude 
slipped 4.4 percent to trade at $19.10 a 
barrel. Prices have plunged in recent weeks 
as demand for the commodity collapses 

owing to lockdowns and travel restrictions 
imposed worldwide to fight the virus. Last 
week, US oil fell below zero for the first time 
as investors scrambled to offload it before 
the expiry of the May trading contract, but 
could not readily find buyers. The latest fall 
was driven by the United States Oil Fund 
- a massive, oil-backed exchange-traded 
vehicle - saying it would sell all its hold-
ings in the WTI contract for June delivery.

Staff Reporter
 ISLAMABAD 

The Ministry of Finance has said that the gov-
ernment measures announced recently to 
boost remittances have paid off as remittances 
have already touched $17 billion level during 
the first nine months of the current fiscal year 
(Jul-Mar, FY2020) against $16 billion last year, 
registering a growth of 6.2%. This trend shows 
that apprehensions and estimates as reported 
recently in the media with regard to estimates 
of the World Bank that there will be no in-
flows of remittances from March onwards, are 
highly unrealistic and on the basis of current 
trend in remittances and estimated COVID-19 
impact, the figure of remittances inflows is 
expected to reach $20-$21 billion in FY2020. 
The Finance Division has noted that in order 
to encourage and facilitate the overseas Paki-
stanis to send their remittances through offi-
cial banking channels, various initiatives have 
already been taken by the government which 
include the following: ? The prevailing rate 
of TT charges has been enhanced from SAR 
10/- to SAR 20/- for transactions between 
USD 100-200. It would cost an additional 
amount of Rs.3 billion to the Government. The 
existing incentive scheme for the marketing of 
home remittances i.e PKR 01 against USD 01 
of remittance amount beyond 15% growth 
over last year may now be based on tiered 
growth i.e Rs.0.50 on 5% growth, Rs.0.75 
on 10% growth and Rs.01 on 15% growth. 
It would cost an additional Rs.600 million to 
the Government. ? To leverage home remit-
tance customers and encourage them to use 
banking channels, withholding tax will be 
exempted from Jul 01,2020 on cash with-
drawal or on issuance of banking instru-
ments/transfers from a domestic bank ac-
count to the extent of remittances amount 
received from abroad in that account in a year. 
FBR has been requested for amendment in 
Income Tax ordinance through finance bill. 

Staff Reporter

 ISLAMABAD 

Prime Minister Imran Khan has 
directed to ban export of all ed-
ible items which are consumed 
by common man in the wake 
of current situation. The direc-
tion was made during meeting 
of the Federal Cabinet chaired by 
the Prime Minister Imran Khan 
in Islamabad on Tuesday. The 
decision will be reviewed after 
two weeks. While approving 75 
billion rupees relief package in 
the first phase for laborers, the 
Prime Minister directed Special 
Assistant for Social Welfare and 
Minister for Industries to devise 
a comprehensive mechanism for 
providing relief to the workers.
Imran Khan said the govern-
ment has planned to offer gov-
ernment owned land located 
in major cities to the overseas 
Pakistanis in order to generate 
much need financial resources. 
He also directed all ministries to 

expedite setting up of think-tank 
comprising of area experts and 
professionals in the ministries 

in order to bring about qualita-
tive improvement in the overall 
performance and output. The 

Cabinet ratified the recommen-
dations of the Cabinet Committee 
on Legislative Cases made in its 
meeting. The Cabinet approved 
appointment of Shaista Bano Gil-
lani as Acting Chairperson Com-
petition Commission of Pakistan.
 The Cabinet approved, in prin-
ciple, “Netting of Financial Con-
tracts Bill, 2020” to remove any 
uncertainty in enforcing the net-
ting rights in case of a termination 
event, bankruptcy, insolvency pro-
ceedings, limits the power of the 
liquidators to prevent any cherry 
picking of qualified financial con-
tracts/transactions, which fall 
under the ambit of netting provi-
sions and allows financial collater-
al arrangements under such net-
ting rights.  The Cabinet accorded 
approval to a proposal to notify 
that all companies supplying elec-
tricity or gas through distribution 
or transmission line be members 
of a Credit Bureau and to fur-
nish information in accordance 
with the Credit Bureau Act, 2015.

Bureau Report
BRUSSELS

An urgent credit demand of 
companies in the Eurozone 
increased in the first quar-
ter of the year as eco-
nomic activities narrowed 
“sharply and suddenly” due 
to the coronavirus outbreak 
across Europe, according to 
a European Central Bank’s 
(ECB) survey published 
on Tuesday. The euro area 
bank lending survey showed 
loan demand of companies 
was significantly higher for 
short-term loans than for 
long-term loans, in line with 

firms’ ongoing payment 
needs. The firms’ financ-
ing needs for fixed invest-
ment and for mergers and 
acquisitions declined in net 
terms, the survey indicated.
Banks projected that net de-
mand for loans to firms will 
rise further in the second 
quarter of 2020. “A strongly 
negative net balance for de-
mand for housing loans and 
consumer credit is expected 
by banks in the second quar-
ter of 2020, “ it said. The 
survey also showed there 
are tighter credit standards 
for loans to enterprises and 
households for house pur-

chase and consumer credit 
and other lending to house-
holds in the first quarter of 
2020. “For loans to house-
holds, the net tightening was 
somewhat stronger than for 
firms (a net percentage of 
9% for loans to households 
for house purchase and of 
10% for consumer credit 
and other lending to house-
holds),” it noted. According 
to the survey, for the second 
quarter of 2020, banks ex-
pect credit standards to ease 
considerably for firms, prob-
ably on account of the sup-
port measures introduced by 
governments.

COAS announces virus hit 
PIA workers’ treatment at  

Russia, China to combat 
virus infection jointly: Lavrov

Remittances to cross 
$20-$21b mark in 

current FY

Cabinet approves Shuhadaa Package for COVID-19 related healthcare workers

Infor Minister, SAPM  call on PM

ISLAMABAD

Minister for Information and Broadcasting Senator Shibli Faraz and 
Special Assistant on Information Lt. Gen. (Retd) Asim Saleem Bajwa 
Tuesday called on Prime Minister Imran Khan, said PM office media 
wing in a press release.
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KNOWLEDGE-POWER 
NEXUS

F uture of a nation is decided by the efficacy of its political system, 
solvency in its economic affairs and ideals of progress in its social 
edifice. There are myriad other indicators to determine the trajectory 
of a nation but the most significant one is the level of literacy and 
standard of education of a nation which makes the success in future 
certain. According to UNESCO, the outbreak of this rapidly spreading 

virus put a halt to the educational institutes of more than 180 countries and China 
is among the first one among them. If this pandemic were an attempt to stall the 
Chinese rise as the world power, it would have an everlasting impact on the race 
of knowledge generation, particularly in the discipline of natural sciences. 

However, the case of developing countries like Pakistan is much different because 
of their financial insolvency hindering them to partake in scientific research and 
development initiatives. Currently, western academia is having a larger sphere 
of influence than eastern or oriental scholarship and it has many unseen and 
farfetched consequences. By dissecting the knowledge-power nexus, one can un-
derstand the dominance of the English language and Oxford or Harvard model of 
education across the globe as a channel of sustenance of Western neo-imperialism. 
Allama Iqbal and other aboriginal thinkers stressed for a homegrown education 
system, which should meet the need of the hour and imbibe the sense of an eastern 
Muslim identity in masses as well. Education acted as a wheel of human progress 
but also as an instrument of servitude. 

The western masters are still shepherding the people of the world, especially of 
the global south as they are children of a lesser God but the truth is that majority of 
nation-states in the world are under the spell of West and seeing the world through 
a western prism. To be on equal footing with the modern western nations, others 
have to stop following the suite and devise their indigenous system of education.

REPATRIATION OF 
OVERSEAS PAKISTANIS

T he history of federalism can perhaps be traced to the days of the 
Holy Prophet (PBUH) when he established the first Islamic state in 
Madina in which the Muhajrin, Ansar and Yahud communities lived 
together, enjoying equal rights and respecting each other’s rights. 
This perhaps could be seen as the loosest form of what later came 
to be defined as federalism. 

Today 28 countries across the world practice federalism; no less than 40 per cent 
of the world’s population resides in these federal states. Some of the countries 
that practice federalism are: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Ethiopia, 
Germany, India, Iraq, Pakistan, Spain, South Africa, United States of American and 
Venezuela. Constitutional history of Pakistan is witness to three constitutions 
and one-unit principle, but notions of federalism materialized by Constitution 
Eighteenth (Amendment) Act, 2010. The Eighteenth Amendment has tried to 
address these issues keeping in view Pakistan’s historical context, its polity and 
its objective conditions. 

In other words, the Eighteenth Amendment throws up Pakistani federalism that 
learns from the experiences of others but is rooted in the Pakistani reality. The 
present study is interesting as it traces the history of federalism and shows the di-
versity of the federal arrangements. It also discusses the issues of ethnic represen-
tation and managing diversity in a state. It also examines the 18th Amendment in 
the light of devolution and reviews the implementation process which has devolved 
many ministries and functions to the provinces. This has been made possible as 
the Concurrent List has been repealed. The Amendment has provided ownership 
and participation in policy and management of natural resources, increased the 
legislative powers of the provincial assemblies including those on taxation. In 
conclusion, civil society organizations, journalists, politicians and other interest 
groups have a role to play in managing conflicts and creating homegrown federal-
ism that is rooted in the local polity and ensures unity in diversity

Disclaimer: Views expressed by writers in this section are their own and do not necessarily reflect The Asian Telegraph  point-of-view

Today in History

COVID-19 & Global Oil MarketCOVID-19 & Global Oil Market

The Coronavirus pandemic has dev-
astated the global oil market and it 
continues to hurt the producers and 
marketing companies. Last week, for 
the first time in history, the pandemic 
pushed oil prices to negative. Oil has 

lost almost 80 per cent this year as the coronavirus 
outbreak vaporized demand for everything from 
gasoline to crude despite global efforts to stem the 
spread. The world’s biggest producers have pledged 
to slash daily output from the start of next month to 
try and balance the market, but the collapse in con-
sumption has led to a swelling glut that’s testing stor-
age limits worldwide.It sent shockwaves through the 
global energy sector as the producers or traders were 
essentially paying other market participants to take 
the oil off their hands. It is the clearest sign that coro-
navirus has cut oil demand by up to a third world-
wide, has turned the US oil market on its head. Now 
a little bit improved, the crude extends slide below 

$11 a barrel after the biggest oil exchange-traded 
fund unexpectedly began selling all its holdings of the 
most active contract amid rapidly dwindling storage 
capacity.South Korea, which holds the fourth-biggest 
commercial storage capacity in Asia, was said to have 
run out of onshore space run by two big operators, 
while Singapore’s coastline has become even more 
congested with oil-laden tankers. In order to avoid 
the US hub of Cushing from becoming more than 90 
per cent full in May and June, total production shut-
ins would have to equate to 1 million barrels a day 
this month. Continuing worries about the economic 
downturn caused by the coronavirus pandemic were 
not dispelled by hopes of relaxation of lockdown in 
many countries. But what really spooked crude mar-
kets was a report from Goldman Sachs that oil storage 
facilities would hit tank top maximum capacity by 
the middle of May.Another big US bank, JP Morgan, 
US oil companies would close down 1.5m barrels a 
day of production in June, more than 10 percent of 
total US output, as demand and storage left them with 
no alternative. It will take another couple of months 
at least to get any kind of supply-demand balance. 
There needs to be some action by the suppliers. We 
can’t just wait for default bankruptcies to correct the 
market. Historic cuts by OPEC+ producers begin at 
the end of this week, but experts fear they will not 
be enough to compensate for the dramatic reduction 
of demand.The Brent contract for June expires on 
Thursday, which is likely to exert further pressure on 
prices. Bankruptcies among small to middle-ranking 
US oil companies are accelerating. President Trump 
has pledged to support the industry, but there are 
doubts his measures will get through Congress. In 

this scenario, Russian Energy Ministry expects the 
oil price of slightly over $30 per barrel on average 
in 2020.  The current crisis will not strongly affect 
the parameters of Russia’s Energy strategy through 
2035 as it is based on not very high oil prices.Now the 
British Petroleum BP’s first-quarter profit tumbled 
by two thirds and its debt climbed to its highest on 
record as the coronavirus crisis hammered oil de-
mand, but the energy major kept its dividend despite 
warning of exceptional uncertainty. London-based 
BP says it expected significantly lower refining mar-
gins in the second quarter when global restrictions 
on movement to halt the spread of the virus reached 
their peak, throttling consumption of gasoline, diesel 
and jet fuel. BP reported an underlying replacement 
cost profit, its definition of net income, of $800 mil-
lion, beating the $710 million forecast by analysts 
in a company-provided poll.The company reported 
$2.4 billion profit a year earlier. But BP, whose net 
debt climbed to its highest since at least 2015, kept 
its dividend of 10.5 cents per share and said it had 
repurchased shares worth $776 million in the quarter. 
Now further cut in output is also talked among the 
key stakeholders; however, in this regard any decision 
may be made until the OPEC+ deal enters into force. 
At the time of completion of the OPEC+ agreements, it 
was indicated that a number of states, due to declin-
ing oil demand, would reduce volumes.

 

 
US forces pulled out of Vietnam. The US 

embassy was evacuated as North Vietnamese 
forces fought their way into Saigon. Just 
hours after the last American was lifted out 
by helicopter from the roof of the embassy, 
James Reston of the NY Times issued an apo-
logia for the press. NVA shelled Tan Son Nhut 
air base in Saigon, killing two US Marines at 
the compound gate. The last C-130A Hercules 
at Tan Son Nhut Air Base carried 452 peo-
ple to Thailand.South Vietnamese civilians 
looted the air base. President Ford ordered 
Operation Frequent Wind, the helicopter 
evacuation of 7000 Americans and South 
Vietnamese from Saigon. At Tan Son Nhut, 
frantic civilians begin swarming the heli-
copters. The evacuation then shifted to the 
walled-in American embassy, secured by 
US Marines in full combat gear. Thousands 
of civilians attempted to get into the com-
pound. Three US aircraft carriers stood by 
off the coast to handle incoming Americans 
and South Vietnamese refugees. Many South 
Vietnamese pilots also landed on the carri-
ers, flying American-made helicopters which 
were then pushed overboard to make room 
for more arrivals.

April 29, 1975- US forces pulled out of Vietnam

Hellraiser series in development at HBO
Bureau Report
LOS ANGELES

HBO is in the market to raise Hell. The network 
is currently developing a series based on the 
“Hellraiser” film franchise, which in turn was based 
on Clive Barker’s novella “The Hellbound Heart,” 
Variety has confirmed. The prospective series will 

not be a reboot of “Hellraiser,” but rather “an el-
evated continuation and expansion” of its mythol-
ogy, according to sources with knowledge of the 
project.Mark Verheiden and Michael Dougherty 
are writing the project, while David Gordon Green, 
whose credits include “Halloween” and whose 
longstanding relationship with HBO extends to 

“Eastbound & Down,” “Vice Principals” and “The 
Righteous Gemstones,”  is attached to direct sev-
eral episodes.This new project is unrelated to the 
big screen “Hellraiser” revival from “Dark Knight” 
writer David S. Goyer, which was announced at 
Spyglass Media Group almost a year ago.

The “Hellraiser” film franchise spans 10 films and 
thirty-five years. Its antagonist, Pinhead, is con-
sidered one of the most terrifying villains in film 
history. In addition to the films, the “Hellraiser” 
brand has spawned a novel anthology, comic 
books, graphic novels, and even Halloween cos-
tumes. The first film was released in 1987 and was 
directed by Barker. Doug Bradley played Pinhead 
in the movie which centered on the resurrec-
tion of Frank (Sean Chapman), who had opened 
the door to an alternate dimension and had his 
body torn to pieces. Verheiden and Dougherty, 
both of whom have plenty of experience in the 
genre department with credits like “Ash vs. Evil 
Dead,” “Battlestar Galactica,” “Godzilla: King of the 
Monsters” and Trick ‘r Treat,” will also executive 
produce the latest addition to the franchise, along-
side Gordon Green, Danny McBride, Jody Hill, and 
Brandon James for Rough House Pictures. Other 
EPs on the series include Lawrence Kuppin and 
David Salzman, Dan Farah for Farah Films, Roy Lee 
for Vertigo Entertainment, and Eric Gardner for 
Panacea Entertainment. Andrew Farah and Adam 
Salzman will co-exec produce.

SpaceX to launch next generation of 
space telescopes

CALIFORNIA
SpaceX is building ever bigger rockets that 

Musk hopes could send bigger telescopes to 
space.  SpaceX CEO Elon Musk told scien-
tists that he’d like to collaborate with as-
tronomers on seeing deeper into space, and 
perhaps even getting clearer pictures of exo-
planets that might host life. “I’m very excited 
about a future of space-based telescopes that 
could be very large,” Musk told a commit-
tee of the National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering, and Medicine via a Zoom vide-
oconference. The committee meeting was 
a part of a decadal survey in which NASA, 
other government agencies and scientists 
try to set priorities for astronomical and 
astrophysics research. Musk was invited to 
address concerns about interference from 
large satellite constellations like SpaceX’s 
Starlink.  The billionaire entrepreneur said 
that “VisorSat” satellites equipped with a 
sunshade to block reflections from the sun 
are a potential fix. The glint makes the sat-
ellites bright enough to see from Earth and 
has marred some astronomical observa-
tions over the past year. Musk said the next 
Starlink satellites to be launched should be 
equipped with the dimming devices.“We will 

take further steps as needed,” Musk assured 
the audience of scientists, adding that the fix 
is “quite simple” and “we’ll feel a bit silly in 
hindsight.” Astronomers began noticing the 
satellites immediately after their first launch 
last year. The constellation has since grown 
to over 400 individual satellites. SpaceX is 
permitted by the FCC to launch over 12,000 
satellites and has filed paperwork with in-
ternational agencies to eventually have a 
mega constellation 40,000 strong.On the 
call, Musk confirmed that he sees 20,000 to 
30,000 satellites as the ideal size to blanket 
the planet in low-latency broadband internet 
access. 

Soahail Majeed BUtt
ISLAMABAD

On this special day 5 years ago, Chinese 
President Xi Jinping on a state visit to Pakistan 
together with Pakistani former Prime Minister 
Nawaz Sharif jointly unveiled China Cultural 
Center in Pakistan at the Pakistani Prime 
Minister’s Office in Islamabad.China Cultural 
Center in Pakistan officially launched and began 
its operation Islamabad of Pakistan ever since.
In order to fight the epidemic and convey con-
fidence and determination to overcome the 
Covid-19, China Cultural Center in Pakistan has 
launched online celebrations on Facebook which 
is accessible at https://facebook.com/cccenter-
inpak. Visiting China Online series of activities 
include five online photo exhibitions, “Our Silk 
Road”, “World Cultural Heritage in China”, “The 
Ancient Silk Road State of Kucha”, “Beautiful 
China”, “Celebrating in Harmony and Joy – Chinese 
Spring Festival Photo Exhibition” and documen-

tary series “Beautiful China”, “China Beyond Your 
Imagination”, and “One Belt One Road – People 
to People Connectivity”.The establishment of the 
China Cultural Center in Pakistan is an important 
symbol of the further deepening of bilateral rela-
tions between China and Pakistan. Center’s aim 
and objective is to strengthen cultural exchanges 
and cooperation between China and Pakistan and 
enhance mutual understanding and friendship 
between the people of two countries. Since its 
establishment in Pakistan, China Cultural Center 
has actively organized various types of cultural 
activities i.e., cultural performances, visual arts ex-
hibitions, film festivals, film shows, teaching, train-
ing, lectures, seminars and other different cultural 
activities.China Cultural Center in Pakistan has 
organized 26 grand exhibitions in the past such 
as “China-Pakistan Friendship Photo Exhibition”, 
“Beautiful China Photo Exhibition”, “Belt and 
Road in My Eyes, A Pakistani Students’ Poster 
Competition” attracting more than 20,000 visitors. 

5th Anniversary Celebrations of China Cultural Center in Pakistan

Author is Editor of ‘Mélange int’l Magazine’ and 
‘ The Asian Telegraph’ can reached arshans21@

yahoo.com
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Swift is the greatest 
songwriter: Selena

MEXICO
Selena Gomez has praised Taylor Swift 
as “one of the greatest songwriters”.  The 
27-year-old singer has been best friends with 
Taylor for several years, and has gushed over 
the fellow musician’s songwriting talent, as 
she said Taylor will always have a place on 
her playlist. Whilst chatting with Zane Lowe 
for Apple Music’s Beats 1 Radio, Selena ran 
through some of the songs on her ‘At Home 
with Selena Gomez’ playlist, which included 
Taylor’s hit track ‘Lover’.Of the song, Selena 
said: “There’s nothing really to say other than 
this is another song that shows her ability 
to take it back to the old, to also combine it 
with her challenging to do new things with 
her music. I think that’s as pure as that - I’ll 
always, not even biased, just think she is one 
of the greatest songwriters.” Selena’s playlist 
also includes tracks the ‘Lose You To Love 
Me’ singe wouldn’t usually listen to, because 
staying at home amid the coronavirus pan-
demic has allowed her to broaden her music 
horizons.

Lohan shares advice 
for Prince Harry, 

Meghan

LONDON
Lindsay Lohan knows a thing or two about 
the challenges of trying to avoid the pa-
parazzi.  While speaking with Andy Cohen on 
SiriusXM’s Andy Cohen Live , Lohan opened 
up about her time trying to escape photog-
raphers in Los Angeles, and offered advice 
to new residents Meghan Markle and Prince 
Harry on how to maintain their privacy.  As 
Cohen noted, the couple has moved to a place 
where there are “a ton of paparazzi” -- even in 
the more remote Malibu.“I mean, unless they 
own another, a different private beach, right?” 
Lohan quipped. “You can’t go to those beaches 
without being -- you can’t even surf out far 
enough.” “It’s just really hard to do anything 
publicly [there],” she added. However, the 
Freaky Friday star did note that Meghan and 
Harry are likely experiencing an unusual time 
of less media attention due to the coronavirus 
pandemic and Safer at Home orders.  “The 
timing right now luckily is everyone is more 
at home,” Lohan said. “But, once that’s over… 
just… get drivers.” 

 Paris Hilton trademarks 
a new word

FLORIDA
Paris Hilton has trademarked a new word. The 
39-year-old heiress revealed her new slang word 
to pop star Charli XCX during a Zoom chat, liken-
ing her new creation to her iconic “That’s hot” 
catchphrase. Charli, 27, told ‘The Candy Shop’ 
on Apple Music: “This week, I did an absolutely 
epic Zoom conference.  “I did a Zoom conference 
with Leigh-Anne Pinnock from Little Mix and the 
one and only iconic Paris Hilton.And she told 
me that she has trademarked a brand new word 
called sliving, which is a cross between slaying 
and living.” Charli then provided a snippet from 
their conversation. Talking about their cooking 
skills during the lockdown, the ‘Boom Clap’ hit-
maker said: “I’m really not very good. I’m not a 
good cook, but I’m trying. What’s your speciality? 
What’s your go to dish?” Paris replied: “Sliving 
lasagne.” Asked what sliving lasagne actually is, 
she continued: “Sliving lasagne. It’s basically my 
recipe and it’s the best.”And Paris responded: 
“Sliving is my new word that I trademarked. It’s 
the new, ‘That’s hot’. It means slaying and living 
your best life in one word.” 

LISBON

Tokyo 2020 president Yoshiro Mori 
said that the Olympic Games, al-
ready postponed to 2021 because of 
the coronavirus pandemic, would be 
“scrapped” if they cannot take place 
then, according to an interview pub-
lished Tuesday.The head of Japan’s 
medical association said it will be 
“difficult” to hold the Olympics with-
out coronavirus vaccines, and he hopes 
effective vaccines or drugs to treat the 
coronavirus will be developed quickly.
The International Olympic Committee 
(IOC) and the Japanese government 
last month postponed the Games until 
July 2021 due to the outbreak. As the 
number of confirmed cases of the 
virus around the world continues to 
rise and with experts suggesting that 
a vaccine is still a long way off, ques-
tions are being asked about whether 

a further delay might be needed.“No. 
In that case, the Olympics will be 
scrapped,” Mori said in the interview 
with Japanese daily Nikkan Sports 
when asked if the Games could be 
postponed until 2022.“We have de-
layed the Olympics until next summer 

after we will have won the battle. The 
Olympics would be much more valu-
able than any Olympics in the past if 
we could go ahead with it after win-
ning this battle. We have to believe 
this. Otherwise, our hard work and 
efforts will not be rewarded.”

Staff Report
LAHORE

Lahore: Former Test cricketer Salim 
Malik revealed that nobody from the 
Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) or the 
International Cricket Council (ICC) 
has contacted him for the inquiry to 
date. “I have already told that I am 
ready to cooperate with the PCB and 
ICC. In all past years, I didn’t get any 
call from the cricket bodies for inquiry. 
If PCB contacts me, I will answer each 
and every question,” he told reporters 
via teleconference.Malik clarified that 
he didn’t apologize to cricket fans for 
doing match-fixing. “I wasn’t involved 
in match-fixing or related stuff ever. 
A couple of days ago, I apologized to 
cricket fans if I hurt them anyway and 
not for doing match-fixing. I got clean 
chit on the spot-fixing scandal from 
the court in 2008” he maintained.The 

former cricketer once again wished 
to serve Pakistan in any capacity. “I 
want to serve my country once again. 
Neither I am saying this to get a job nor 
for money, I just want to return back 
what this country has given to me,” he 
said.It must be noted here that Malik 
in a recent video statement admitted 

his role in spot-fixing and offered PCB 
unconditional cooperation.Malik was 
banned in 2000 on the basis of the 
findings of the Justice Qayyum report 
related to match-fixing scandals of the 
1990s. Later in 2008, a local court over-
turned his punishment and lift the ban 
from him.

A total of 159,413,248 shares 
were traded

Bureau Report
KARACHI

The Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) Tuesday wit-
nessed bullish trend as KSE 100 index closed at 
32,553.39 points as compared to 32,314.57 points 
on the last working day with the positive change of 
238.82 points (0.74%). A total of 159,413,248 shares 
were traded compared to the trade 122,282,110 shares 
during the previous day, whereas the value of shares 
traded during the day stood at Rs5.835 billion as com-
pared to Rs5.333 billion during last trading day.As 
many as 325 companies transacted shares in the Stock 
Market, out of which 174 recorded gain and 129 sus-
tained losses whereas the share price of 22 companies 
remained unchanged. The three top traded companies 
were Maple Leaf with a volume of 36,232,500 shares 
and price per share of Rs 25.95, Unity Foods Ltd with 
a volume of 20,561,000 price per share of Rs 10.94 
and Bank of Punjab with a volume of 7,887,000 and 
price per share of Rs8.51.Unilever FoodsXD recorded 
maximum increase of Rs333.33 per share, closing at 
Rs8500, Nestle PakistanXD was runner up with the in-
crease of Rs232 per share, closing at Rs5780. Sapphire 
Fiber recorded maximum decrease of Rs51 per share, 
closing at Rs651 whereas prices of Pak Tobacco de-
creased by Rs43.33 per share closing at Rs1636.34.

Sohail Majeed Butt
ISLAMABAD

As we face the COVID-19 pandemic, livelihoods 
of millions of farmers have been adversely af-
fected across the country. To protect livelihoods 
of food producers and all food chain workers who 
help ensure that there is enough food for all, FAO 
is actively extending support to farmers and vul-
nerable rural communities in the tribal districts of 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa while taking all necessary 
precautions to help prevent the spread of COVID-
19.Promoting Vegetable Enterprise Establishment 
in Tribal Districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
Amid the COVID-19 outbreak, FAO is helping safe-
guard livelihoods of local communities by upscal-
ing food security efforts for the most vulnerable. 
480 farmers including 127 women farmers were 
provided vegetable seeds to help them establish 
vegetable enterprises and produce vegetables in 
walk-in tunnels. Even before the pandemic spread 
across many districts across the province, these 
small-holder farmers often struggled to provide for 
themselves and their families. With limited access 
to health services, water and food, these farmers 

face many risks on a daily basis. While farmers in 
these districts may be entrepreneurial in spirit, 
they usually lack the opportunity to farm as entre-
preneurs. With the provision of improved vegetable 
seeds, FAO aims to facilitate these farmers in de-
veloping linkages with local and national markets. 
Transforming a sector: High-Yield Seed Potato 
in Tribal Districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
Potato cultivation is a season-bound activity. 

During the pandemic, FAO ensured implementa-
tion of planned activities, including distribution of 
potato seeds to 840 farmers.   High-quality certified 
seed tubers of one metric tonne per farmer were 
distributed. Potato holds great promise for reduc-
ing hunger and poverty for smallholder farmers, 
especially when they are properly trained on im-
proved farming and harvesting practices and mar-
ket linkages. FAO through its farmer field schools 
is arranging regular sessions on potato crop, dis-
ease management and developing supply chains 
to expand seed potato availability, thus enabling 
farmers to build seed enterprises. The delivery 
of inputs was made setting highest standards of 
precautions to reduce the risk of virus spread. 
Backyard poultry distribution to vulnerable com-
munities in Tribal districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
Backyard poultry farming is increasing in the tribal 
districts offering rural families both food and finan-
cial support while also helping these communities 
address food secuirty and malnutrition. These in-
terventions aim to especially provide economic and 
social benefits to women farmers.  

FAO continues its support the farming community in tribal districts of KPK

Dubai Financial 
Market launches 
two subsidiaries

Bureau Report
ABU DHABI

Dubai Financial Market has 
launched two subsidiaries - Dubai 
Clear and Dubai CSD, with Dubai 
Clear being the region’s “first inde-
pendent company central counter-
party (CCP) for equity clearing”. The 
move comes as part of a wider ef-
fort to upgrade local stock markets 
to a ‘developed’ status. Dubai CSD 
will be the UAE’s first independ-
ent central securities depository 
(CSD) company. “This is a signifi-
cant step towards implementing 
a roadmap for upgrading the UAE 
financial markets to advanced mar-
ket status,” said Sultan bin Saeed 
Al Mansoori, Minister of Economy 
and Chairman of the Securities 
and Commodities Authority. 

Both have received regulatory 
approvals from the Securities and 
Commodities Authority (SCA) and 
Dubai’s Department of Economic 
Development (Dubai Economy). The 
SCA set the ball rolling for licensing 
CCPs by issuing the Board Chairman’s 
Decision No. (22/R.M) of 2016, 
which intended to regulate the clear-
ing of securities trades. And also re-
distribute financial market functions 
from a “vertical model to horizontal 
model” under which separate com-
panies will be licensed for CCP and 
another for depositories. Tuesday’s 
launch marks DFM’s efforts of the 
past two years to upgrade market 
structure and post trade services in 
line with international best practices.

Bureau Report
DUBAI

China’s agriculture sector logged robust perfor-
mance in the first quarter of the year despite the 
impact of the COVID-19 epidemic, an official said 
here Tuesday. Wei Baigang, an official with the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, said at a 
press conference that the country recorded a 3.5 
percent year-on-year increase in the added value of 
the country’s planting industry and had sufficient 
daily food supplies.China has favorable conditions 
to achieve a bumper summer grain harvest as the 
spring planting has proceeded smoothly, said Wei, 
noting that agriculture-related enterprises have 
all returned to their normal capacity. The resump-
tion of hog production has made headway, with 
the breeding sows in stock expanded by 9.8 per-
cent from the end of 2019, he said.The stable per-
formance of the agricultural sector has provided 
strong support for China’s epidemic control and 
overall development, Wei said, pledging efforts to 
ensure the country’s annual grain output reach over 
650 billion kg and restore the hog production to the 
normal level by the end of this year, he said. Wei also 
noted that the pork prices have kept retreating for 
ten consecutive weeks.

China’s agriculture sector with stands COVID-19 Too early for banks to suspend 2020 dividends: Kuwait c. bank

Bureau Report
Vienna

Scotland are willing to host their scheduled games against 
New Zealand and Australia behind closed doors if necessary, 
but will wait on guidance from those boards and government 
advice before making any decisions.While the fixtures are yet 
to be officially postponed, it looks highly unlikely that they 
will take place as planned, with New Zealand due to play a 
T20I on June 10 and an ODI on June 12, before Australia’s soli-
tary T20I on June 29.The first leg of New Zealand’s European 
tour - an ODI series in the Netherlands - was postponed last 
week following advice from the Dutch government, while 
Ireland CEO Warren Deutrom told ESPNcricinfo last week 
that the series looked “fairly doubtful”. Australia’s T20I in 
Scotland was due to be played immediately before their six-
match limited-overs series in England, which looks likely 
to be pushed towards September.“We’re planning our way 
through and waiting to see what happens with advice,” Gus 
Mackay, Cricket Scotland’s CEO, told ESPNcricinfo. “That’s all 
we can do at this stage. New Zealand aren’t going to Holland, 
and we’re just waiting to be guided by what their board says 
before we make any final decision.“The whole Future Tours 
Programme is going to be disrupted, so we don’t know what 
that looks like. There’s been talk in the press of Australia com-
ing over this way in September time, and New Zealand are 
supposed to go to Ireland as well. We’ve got to wait and see 
what comes out.” ”It’s important from an ICC point of view 
that they deliver their events schedule to broadcasters and 
sponsors,” he said. ”They’ll be doing everything in their power 
to make sure that it can take place.

PSX gains 238.82 points to close at 32,553.39 points

Tokyo to ‘scrap’ Olympics if not held next year - Games president 

Scotland to host NZ, Australia 
behind closed doors

‘ICC, PCB didn’t approach me for inquiry’ Salim Malik
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Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood 

Qureshi has written a letter to the 
Secretary General of Organization of 
Islamic Coordination (OIC) and mem-
ber countries informing them about the 
atrocities being perpetrated on Muslims 
in India. The Foreign Minister wrote in 
his letter that India s extremist Hindu 
party RSS and the ruling Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP) is spreading hatred 
against Muslims, who are being blamed 
for the spread of coronavirus in the 
country.The letter said that Muslims 
in India are being degraded by declar-
ing them ‘human bombs’ and the BJP’s 

social media cell is spreading hateful 
messages using terms such as ‘Corona 
Jihad’ and ‘Bio Jihad’ etc. Qureshi said 
that International and local media out-
lets are showing scenes of attacks on 
shops and mosques of Muslims and 
warned that the results of this heinous 
campaign under the Hindutva agenda 
would be deadly. The Foreign Minister 
demanded that the OIC raise the issue 
on international forums saying that 
India s derogatory actions are against 
international law and resolutions. 
They are being subjected to character-
assassination and described as “human 
bombs,” he lamented. The foreign minis-
ter said social media platforms are also 
awash with Islamophobic posts. Holding 

the Muslims responsible for the spread 
of the coronavirus is highly dangerous, 
he cautioned, adding that the Hindutva 
extremist ideology’s long-term reper-
cussions spell peril for the region. Shah 
Mahmood Qureshi said Pakistan wel-
comes the OIC’s statement condemn-
ing India’s antipathy towards Muslims, 
calling for the organisation to raise 
the issue at all international forums.
Separately, in a tweet, the FM said: “The 
extremist state in India has created & 
executed a campaign of Islamophobia, 
vilifying Muslims. I have written to Sec 
Gen @OIC_OCI and all FMs of member 
states to unite in global condemnation 
of these inhuman attacks. We cannot 
stand by and let another Gujarat hap-

pen #COVID19.Special Assistant to 
Prime Minister on Overseas Pakistanis, 
Zulfiqar Bukhari and SAPM on National 
Security Division and Strategic Policy 
Planning Moeed Yusuf called on Foreign 
Minister shah Mehmood Qureshi to dis-
cuss the repatriation of nationals from 
foreign countries. The special assistants 
to PM Imran Khan, Zulfiqar Bukhari 
and Moeed Yusuf, have met the foreign 
minister where they exchanged views 
on the ongoing repatriation process of 
Pakistanis amid coronavirus crisis.FM 
Shah Mehmood Qureshi said that the 
third phase of repatriation is success-
fully continued as more than 12,000 
nationals have been brought back to 
Pakistan from different countries. 

BUreau Report

SHANGHAI/LONDON/NEW YORK/MOSCOW

Stock markets across the globe moved in 
and out of losses on Tuesday, whipsawed 
by Wall Street as mixed corporate earn-
ings reports were not enough to offset a 
wild ride in oil prices. Plans to ease major 
economies out of coronavirus lockdowns 
were continuing despite fresh warnings 
from scientists against doing it too soon, 
while reassuring UBS earnings lifted Eu-
ropean banks nearly 4%, and 3M and 
Pfizer posted upbeat numbers.U.S. crude 
futures rose as much as 7% and fell over 
20% in wild trading, while BP’s quar-
terly profit tumbled by two-thirds and 
its debt climbed to its highest on record. 
The energy major kept its dividend de-
spite warning of exceptional uncertainty 
and its shares rose 1.1%. Investors are 
now gearing up for one of the busiest 

weeks for tech earnings, including re-
ports from Microsoft (MSFT.O), Alphabet 
(GOOGL.O), Amazon (AMZN.O) and eBay 
(EBAY.O).“This is going to be an important 
test for the market as lots of businesses 
moved online following the lockdown,” 
said Andrea Cicione, head of strategy 
at TS Lombard in London. “If these big 
heavyweights in the tech space don’t de-
liver on the expectations, then of course 
the rally we’ve seen over the past few 
weeks (will) have to be questioned.” The 
Dow Jones Industrial Average .DJI rose 
2.47 points, or 0.01%, to 24,136.25, the 
S&P 500 .SPX lost 4.3 points, or 0.15%, 
to 2,874.18 and the Nasdaq Composite 
.IXIC dropped 85.59 points, or 0.98%, to 
8,644.57.The pan-European STOXX 600 
index rose 1.43% and MSCI’s gauge of 
stocks across the globe .MIWD00000PUS 
gained 0.31%. Emerging market stocks 
rose 0.84%. MSCI’s broadest index of 

Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan .MIAPJ-
0000PUS closed 0.58% higher, while Ja-
pan’s Nikkei .N225 lost 0.06%. “The good 
news is that the money saved by not buy-
ing petrol now may be spent later in the 
economic bounce back.” 

Bureau Report

BRUSSELS

A British legal firm currently leading 
a class-action lawsuit against British 
Airways over its 2018 data breach is 
now threatening legal action against 
Air France, KLM and Ryanair over 
their refusal to refund customers 
whose flights have been cancelled due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Lawyers 
from the legal firm SPG Law told Eu-
ronews that it was “monitoring the 
situation very carefully” and invited 
disgruntled customers to get in touch 
about a class action case.KLM, Ryanair 
and Air France have all refused to re-
fund customers within seven days of 
flights being cancelled, as required by 
EU law. Air France and KLM are push-
ing grounded travellers to accept flight 
vouchers which are only refundable a 
year after the date of issue. Ryanair 
originally offered to reimburse fli-
ers within 20 working days but now 
says any requests will be placed in a 
“queue until the Covid-19 emergency 
has passed.” SPG Law said it would de-
cide on whether to proceed with the 
lawsuits over the coming days and did 
not rule out targeting other airlines.

The so-called ‘no win, no fee’ firm is 
representing 8,000 claimants in a case 
against BA for a breach that saw the 
details of as many as 500,000 custom-
ers stolen by hackers. Senior Associ-
ate Chris Neill said lawyers would de-
mand that airlines refund customers 
as well as fight for punitive damages 
which he estimates could be worth up 
to €1,150 per person. Neill says po-
tential clients will get 100% of refunds 
returned but that SPG Law would need 
to take 50% of any damages awarded 
to make the case economically viable.
It is believed the firm would base its 
legal arguments around “the distress 
and inconvenience” suffered by cus-
tomers as well as “poor conduct” by 
the airlines. If the litigation goes ahead 
it would initially be for UK residents 
but could be expanded for internation-
al customers. Air France and Ryanair 
were asked for an official comment 
but none of the airlines responded by 
the time of publication. In an emailed 
statement, KLM said: “We do not wish 
to comment on a potential lawsuit at 
this time.”Euronews has spoken to 
frustrated KLM customers who have 
been fruitlessly trying to get their 
money back.

Staff  Report

ISLAMABAD

The government has released 
funds amounting to Rs298.183 
million during first 10 months 
of the of current fiscal year to 
execute six petroleum projects 
under the Public Sector Develop-
ment Programme (PSDP 2019-
20) against the total allocation 
of Rs 581.812 million. According 
to the official data as of April 24, 
an amount of Rs10.553 million 
has been provided to explore 
and evaluate coal in Nosham 
and Bahlol areas of Balochistan, 
which stood 100 percent of allo-
cation made in the PSDP.While, 
Rs 54 million have been released 
against the allocation of Rs70 
million for expansion and up-
gradation of Pakistan Petroleum 
Corehouse (PETCORE) to ensure 
its sustainable operations and fa-
cilitate oil and gas exploration re-
search in the country. Similarly, a 
sum of Rs 60.252 million has been 

provided under a project to up-
grade Hydrocarbon Development 
Institute of Pakistan (HDIP)’s POL 
testing facilities at Islamabad, La-
hore, Multan, Peshawar, Quetta 
and ISO Certification of Petro-
leum Testing Laboratory at Islam-
abad. This year, the government 
will spend Rs 77.960 million for 
up-gradation of the HDIP labs.
An amount of Rs 166.614 million 

has been issued for acquiring new 
drilling rigs and equipment, while 
Rs 3.655 for appraisal of newly 
discovered coal resources in Ba-
din Coal-field and its adjoining 
areas of southern Sindh. Where-
as, an amount of Rs 3.109 million 
has been disbursed for explora-
tion and evaluation of metallic 
minerals in Uthal and Bela areas 
of Lasbela district, Balochistan.

Bureau Report

BEIJING

China will accelerate the construction of new infrastructure 
such as the information networks, and promote industrial 
and consumption upgrading, according to an executive meet-
ing of the State Council held Tuesday. The meeting, presided 
over by Premier Li Keqiang, noted that the country will guide 
related parties to build the industrial internet, meet the needs 
of digital consumption, and deepen international cooperation 
in relevant areas.As new infrastructure is conducive to advanc-
ing the industrial upgrading, nurturing new growth drivers 
and promoting employment and entrepreneurship, efforts 
should be made to accelerate the construction of new infra-
structure in light of the development needs, said a statement 
released after the meeting. Innovation should be enhanced 
on investment pattern and financial services, the statement 
said, calling on the government to provide convenience for the 
construction and investment.China should tap its huge market 
potential and actively develop application scenarios for new 
infrastructure, the statement said. Joint efforts are needed 
to build the industrial internet with an aim to achieve indus-
trial upgrade and the development of smart manufacturing. 
The meeting called for promoting applications such as online 
working, distance learning, remote medical treatment, the in-
ternet of vehicles, and smart city. It also urged efforts to boost 
bilateral opening up and cooperation between the communi-
cation industry and related sectors while ensuring individual 

privacy as well as network and data security.Besides, the meet-
ing stressed moves to deepen international cooperation and 
opening up in related areas in a bid to seek win-win results. 
The meeting also heard a report on suggestions from deputies 
to the National People’s Congress (NPC) and proposals from 
members of the National Committee of the Chinese People’s 
Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC).  In 2019, ministries 
of the State Council led the handling of 7,162 items of sugges-
tions put forward by NPC deputies, as well as 3,281 proposals 
by CPPCC National Committee members, accounting for 87.8 
percent and 85 percent of the total amounts respectively, the 
statement said.Over 1,500 policies and measures were re-
leased based on the suggestions, playing a significant part in 
the battle against poverty, improving innovation capacity, the 
development of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 
and other causes. The work on handling the suggestions and 
proposals should be further combined with the government’s 
own functions, so as to further convert the NPC deputies’ and 
CPPCC National Committee members’ knowledge and think-
ing into policies and measures in epidemic control and social 
and economic development, according to the statement.China 
has seen a boom in internet-related industries and the digital 
economy amid the COVID-19 epidemic, a report on China’s 
internet development showed. Users of internet applications 
such as online shopping, online videos, online education, e-
government services and online payment had grown signifi-
cantly during the epidemic, according to the report released 
Tuesday by the China Internet Network Information Center. 

Fourth batch of PPEs 
dispatched to KP: 

NDMA
Staff Reporter

ISLAMABAD

The National Disaster Manage-
ment Authority (NDMA) on 
Tuesday delivered the fourth 
consignment of additional 
safety equipment to Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa (KP) health de-
partment. According to de-
tails, the equipment includes 
masks, safety suits, surgical 
caps, gloves and face shields. 
The consignment included 
1,26,000 surgical masks, 5,200 
N-95 masks, 23,700 protective 
gears, 7,280 surgical gloves and 
4,236 shoes to be used in in-
tensive care units of hospitals.
It also contained 5447 surgi-
cal caps, 4500 biohazard suits, 
1034 protection glass, 2,627 
face shields and 200 thermal 
guns, bottles of sanitizers. Be-
sides, the PDMA is dispatching 
safety goggles, sanitizers and 
shoes cover to the hospitals on 
a daily basis. It must be noted 
that there are 1984 confirmed 
coronavirus cases in Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa. The death toll 
in the province stands at 101.
Earlier in the day, Adviser to 
the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa chief 
minister on information Ajmal 
Wazir said on Tuesday the pro-
vincial government has brought 
in an ordinance to check hoard-
ing and profiteering of essen-
tial items. Speaking at a press 
conference, Ajmal Wazir urged 
the people to practice social 
distancing to avoid contracting 
the deadly virus. He also urged 
philanthropists to financially 
assist white-collar workers af-
fected by the lockdown.

Russia, BRICS to 
discuss pandemic 
effects mitigation

Bureau   Reporter

MOSCOW

Russia will propose a number of 
initiatives to mitigate the conse-
quences of the pandemic, including 
in the social and economic spheres, 
to the BRICS bloc member nations 
(Brazil, Russia, India, China, South 
Africa), Russian Foreign Minister 
Sergey Lavrov said at an informal 
meeting of the BRICS Foreign Minis-
ter Tuesday.“We will present to you 
several Russian initiatives, aimed 
at allowing us to react more effi-
ciently to the challenges, created by 
the coronavirus outbreak. We are 
talking not only about security and 
health, but also social, economic 
and financial spheres, labor mar-
kets, well-being of people, sustain-
able development goals,” he said.
Lavrov proposed the BRICS nations 
to closely coordinate their efforts to 
fight the pandemic, including in the 
international structures. “We have 
all necessary mechanisms and plat-
forms for such work. This is, first 
and foremost, the United Nations 
and its organizations, as well as the 
G20, the World Health Organiza-
tion, the World Trade Organization 
and others,” he underscored.In late 
December 2019, Chinese officials 
notified the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) about the outbreak of a 
previously unknown pneumonia in 
the city of Wuhan, in central China. 
Since then, cases of the novel coro-
navirus - named COVID-19 by the 
WHO - have been reported in every 
corner of the globe, including Rus-
sia. Russian Foreign Minister Ser-
gey Lavrov will take part in a video 
conference of the top diplomats of 
the BRICS counties (Brazil, Russia, 
India, China, South Africa) to dis-
cuss how the crisis, caused by the 
novel coronavirus pandemic, affects 
international relations.The Russian 
Foreign Ministry said in a statement 
issued ahead of the conference that 
“the focus will be on the coronavirus 
pandemic’s impact on international 
relations.” “The ministers will ex-
change views on joint measures that 
the five countries could take to com-
bat COVID-19 and overcome the fi-
nancial, trade, economic and social 
consequences of the pandemic,” the 
statement reads. The meeting’s par-
ticipants will also touch upon strate-
gic partnership between the BRICS 
countries, including the schedule of 
events set to take place during Rus-
sia’s BRICS chairmanship this year.
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The economic impact of the CO-
VID-19 pandemic would cause 
global CO2 emissions from fossil 
fuels and industry to fall by 4 to 
11 percent in 2020, according to 
a new study by Germany-based 
Climate Action Tracker (CAT). 
According to the study by the 
German non-profit organization 
CAT, global emissions could pos-
sibly continue to decline in 2021 
by around 1 to 9 percent below 
2019 levels. However, the study 
warned that if no low carbon 
policies were rolled out with 
economic recovery packages 
responding to COVID-19, “emis-
sions could rebound and even 
overshoot previously projected 
levels by 2030, despite lower 
economic growth.” Depend-
ing on the COVID-19 recovery 
scenario, the study found that 
investing in green energy infra-
structure, including energy effi-
ciency, had “by far the strongest 
effect on reducing emissions.”


